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Preface
To date, Drupal is the most popular enterprise-level CMS. It now powers thousands of popular 
websites on the Internet. Most of the pages of your Drupal website will follow the general 
layout defined by your theme, which is normally a header section on the top, a footer at the 
bottom, left and/or right sidebars, and a content section in the middle. However, a few pages 
of your website need to have a different layout. This is where Panels come into the picture. 
Panels allow you to create sections and many possible layouts.

Do you want to make custom Drupal pages and impressive front page layouts? And more 
importantly, do you want to know how to make them without coding? Just keep reading!

What this book covers
Chapter 1, Getting Started, explains what Panels are and why we should use them. This 
chapter gives an introduction to Panels and helps you to set up Panels on your Drupal  
code base. It details all of the steps required to get Panels up and running.

Chapter 2, Changing Panel Interface, as the name suggests will help you build Panels through 
the Panels User Interface. The chapter teaches the basics of Panels, such as creating a clone 
of a layout page, adding menus to Panels, and using contexts. We also make impressive 
layouts taking examples of well-known Internet websites using Panels.

Chapter 3, Theming for Panels, helps us dive further and use CSS for Panels so that we can 
customize the look and feel of individual Panels within the page.

Chapter 4, Implementing Panels, is a chapter centered on building website looks with Panels. 
It shows you how to create a custom front page for a website. It gives insight to creating a 
node edit form with a Panel and also the process of generating a node override within Panels. 
It also gives you knowledge for using Mini panels.

Chapter 5, Panels with Organic Groups, shows how Panels work with Organic Groups to give 
a multisite functionality. The power of Panels helps the user to generate individual pages for 
each user or a group.
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Chapter 6, Panels with CCK, is where you will learn how to use custom Content types with 
Panels. Create your own Content type and display the nodes of the Content type in Panels.

Chapter 7, Advanced Profile Kit, guides you in generating powerful User Profiles with Panels 
and the Advanced Profile Kit to boost up your next social media project on Drupal.

Chapter 8, Panels-related Modules, is where we will stop and see some interesting modules 
mash up with Panels such as creating language panels for multilingual websites, making 
Facebook-type messages, and creating a form within a Panel.

Chapter 9, Views, shows how we can use Views as a wonderful combination with Panels to 
create powerful features. In this chapter, we cover recipes to make a dynamic news update 
site and to make video Panels.

Chapter 10, Creating a Travel Website Using Panels, helps build a multifunctional travel 
website using Panels. We start from creating the wireframes, making custom Content types, 
generating views for each Content type, and then making Panels to display the dynamic 
content. The chapter itself is a crash course in generating a powerful dynamic website  
in a matter of hours not days!

In the Appendix to this book, you will find the chapter-wise list of modules used in the recipes. 

What you need for this book
Knowledge of running a Drupal site is essential. Basic HTML, PHP, and JavaScript knowledge 
is a prerequisite for the book. But don't worry, you will be provided step by step explanations 
throughout the book. You will find this book very easy to follow.

Who this book is for
This book is for Drupal developers who want to enhance the attractiveness of their website 
and make it impressive.

Conventions
In this book, you will find a number of styles of text that distinguish between different kinds of 
information. Here are some examples of these styles, and an explanation of their meaning.

New terms and important words are shown in bold. Words that you see on the screen, in 
menus, or dialog boxes for example, appear in the text like this: "Paste the copied content  
into the Import data box and click on Import."
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Warnings or important notes appear in a box like this.

Tips and tricks appear like this.

Reader feedback
Feedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think about this book—
what you liked or may have disliked. Reader feedback is important for us to develop titles that 
you really get the most out of.

To send us general feedback, simply send an e-mail to feedback@packtpub.com, and 
mention the book title via the subject of your message.

If there is a book that you need and would like to see us publish, please send us a note in the 
SUGGEST A TITLE form on www.packtpub.com or e-mail suggest@packtpub.com.

If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or 
contributing to a book, see our author guide on www.packtpub.com/authors.

Customer support
Now that you are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to help you to 
get the most from your purchase.

Downloading the example code for the book

You can download the example code files for all Packt books you have 
purchased from your account at http://www.PacktPub.com. If you 
purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit http://www.PacktPub.
com/support and register to have the files e-mailed directly to you.
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Errata
Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do 
happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the text or the  
code—we would be grateful if you would report this to us. By doing so, you can save other 
readers from frustration and help us improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find any 
errata, please report them by visiting http://www.packtpub.com/support, selecting 
your book, clicking on the errata submission form link, and entering the details of your  
errata. Once your errata are verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata  
will be uploaded on our website, or added to any list of existing errata, under the Errata 
section of that title. Any existing errata can be viewed by selecting your title from  
http://www.packtpub.com/support.

Piracy
Piracy of copyrighted material on the Internet is an ongoing problem across all media. At 
Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses very seriously. If you come across 
any illegal copies of our works, in any form, on the Internet, please provide us with the location 
address or website name immediately so that we can pursue a remedy.

Please contact us at copyright@packtpub.com with a link to the suspected  
pirated material.

We appreciate your help in protecting our authors and our ability to bring you valuable content.

Questions
You can contact us at questions@packtpub.com if you are having a problem with any aspect 
of the book, and we will do our best to address it.



1
Getting Started

In this chapter, we will cover:

Setting up Ctools and Panels

Upgrading from Panels 2 to Panels 3.0

Adding a custom Panels page

Adding a custom Panels node

Adding Mini panels

Managing pages via the Panels dashboard

Introduction

Panels-[Pan-l]- A distinct portion, section or division.

Same as the dictionary meaning, Drupal Panels are distinct pieces of rectangular content that 
create a custom layout of the page—where different Panels are more visible and presentable 
as a structured web page. Panels is a freely-distributed, open source module developed for 
Drupal 6. With Panels, you can display various content in a customizable grid layout on one 
page. Each page created by Panels can include a unique structure and content. Using the 
drag-and-drop user interface, you select a design for the layout and position various kinds  
of content (or add custom content) within that layout. 

Panels integrates with other Drupal modules like Views and CCK. Permissions, deciding which 
users can view which elements, are also integrated into Panels. You can even override system 
pages such as  the display of keywords (taxonomy) and individual content pages (nodes).

In the next section, we will  see what the  Panels can actually do, as defined on drupal.org: 
http://drupal.org/project/panels.
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Basically, Panels will help you to arrange a large content on a single page. While Panels can 
be used to arrange a lot of content on a single page, it is equally useful for small amounts of 
related content and/or teasers. Panels support styles, which control how individual content's 
panes, regions within a Panel, and the entire Panels will be rendered. While Panels ship with 
few styles, styles can be provided as plugins by modules, as well as by themes:

The User Interface is nice for visually designing a layout, but a real HTML guru doesn't 
want the somewhat weighty HTML that this will create. Modules and themes can 
provide custom layouts that can fit a designer's exacting specifications, but still allow 
the site builders to place content wherever they like.

Panels include a pluggable caching mechanism: a single cache type is included, 
the 'simple' cache, which is time-based. Since most sites have very specific caching 
needs based upon the content and traffic patterns, this system was designed to let 
sites that need to devise their own triggers for cache clearing and implement plugins 
that will work with Panels.

A cache mechanism can be defined for each pane or region 
with the Panel page. Simple caching is a time-based cache. 
This is a hard limit, and once cached, it will remain that way 
until the time limit expires. If "arguments" are selected, this 
content will be cached per individual argument to the entire 
display; if "contexts" are selected, this content will be cached 
per unique context in the pane or display; if "neither", there will 
be only one cache for this pane.

Panels can also be cached as a whole, meaning the entire output of the Panels can be 
cached, or individual content panes that are heavy, like large views, can be cached.

Panels can be integrated with the Drupal module Organic Groups through the  
#og_Panels module to allow individual groups to have their own customized layouts.
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Panels integrates Views to allow administrators to add any view as content. We will 
discuss Module Integration in the coming recipes.

Shown in the previous screenshot is one of the example sites that use Panels 3 for their home 
page (http://concernfast.org). The home page is built using a custom Panels 3 layout 
with a couple of dedicated Content types that are used to build nodes to drop into the various 
Panels areas. The case study can be found at: http://drupal.org/node/629860.
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Panels arrange your site content into an easy navigational pattern, which can be clearly seen 
in the following screenshot. When you are done reading this book, you would be able to create 
a complex layout like this one:
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There are several terms often used within Panels that administrators should become familiar 
with as we will be using the same throughout the recipes. The common terms in Panels are:

Panels page: The page that will display your Panels. This could be the front page of a 
site, a news page, and so on. These pages are given a path just like any other node.

Panels: A container for content. A Panel can have several pieces of content within it, 
and can be styled.

Pane: A unit of content in a Panel. This can be a node, view, arbitrary HTML code, and 
so on. Panes can be shifted up and down within a Panel and moved from one Panel 
to another.

Layout: Provides a pre-defined collection of Panels that you can select from. A layout 
might have two columns, a header, footer, or three columns in the middle, or even 
seven Panels stacked like bricks.

Setting up Ctools and Panels
We will now set up Ctools, which is required for Panels. "Chaos tools" is a centralized library, 
which is used by the most powerful modules of Drupal Panels and views. Most functions in 
Panels are inherited from the chaos library.

Getting ready
Download the Panels modules for the Drupal website: http://drupal.org/project/
Panels.

You would need Ctools as a dependency module, which can be downloaded from:  
http://drupal.org/project/ctools.

How to do it...
1. Upload both the files, Ctools and Panels, into /sites/all/modules. It is always a 

best practice to keep the installed modules separate from the "core" (the files that 
install with Drupal) into the /sites/all/modules folder. This makes it easy  
to upgrade the modules at a later stage when your site becomes complex and  
has too many modules.
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2. Go to the modules page in admin (Admin| Site Building | Modules) and enable 
Ctools, then enable Panels. Go to permissions (Admin | User Management | 
Permissions) and give site builders permission to use Panels.

3. Enable the Page manager module in the Chaos tools suite. This module enables the 
page manager for Panels.

4. To integrate views with Panels, enable the Views content panes module too. We will 
discuss more about views later on.

5. Enable Panels and set the permissions.

6. You will need to enable Panel nodes, the Panel module, and Mini panels too (as 
shown in the following screenshot) as we will use the same in our advanced recipes.
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7. Go to administer by module in the Site building | Modules.

8. Here, you find the Panels User Interface.

There is more
Chaos tools suite includes the following tools that form the base of the Panels module. You do 
not need to go into the details of it to use Panels but it is good to know what it includes. This  
is the powerhouse that makes Panels the most efficient tool to design complex layouts:

Plugins—tools to make it easy for modules to let other modules implement plugins 
from .inc files.

Exportables—tools to make it easier for modules to have objects that live in database 
or live in code, such as 'default views'.

AJAX responder—tools to make it easier for the server to handle AJAX requests and 
tell the client what to do with them.

Form tools—tools to make it easier for forms to deal with AJAX.

Object caching—tool to make it easier to edit an object across multiple page 
requests and cache the editing work.

Contexts—the notion of wrapping objects in a unified wrapper and providing an API  
to create and accept these contexts as input.

Modal dialog—tool to make it simple to put a form in a modal dialog.

Dependent—a simple form widget to make form items appear and disappear based 
upon the selections in another item.

Content—pluggable Content types used as panes in Panels and other modules  
like Dashboard.
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Form wizard—an API to make multi-step forms much easier.

CSS tools—tools to cache and sanitize CSS easily to make user input CSS safe.

How it works...
Now, we have our Panels UI ready to generate layouts. We will discuss each of them in the 
following recipes.

The Panels dashboard will help you to generate the layouts for Drupal with ease.

Upgrading from Panels 2 to Panels 3.0
If you are using Panels 2 on your site, you need to upgrade your site to Panels 3.0.

The best way to use Panels is to pair it with the Page Manager from the Chaos Tools Suite, and 
use its interface for creating Panels pages. This completely replaces the Panels Pages module 
from Panels 2. If you used an earlier beta version, the Page Manager used to be known as 
delegation. If you are upgrading from Panels 2, and the Ctools module is already in the tree 
but not enabled, it will be automatically enabled for you. This is the best way to upgrade from 
Panels 2.

Please ensure that you are using Ctools 1.0 along with this, and not a 
beta version! Earlier versions of Ctools will not work with Panels 3.0!

Page Manager introduces the concept of Variants, which are different ways that a page can be 
displayed. For many uses, you will have only one variant. However, if you want a page to look 
different based upon the data being displayed (for example, you want story nodes displayed 
differently from article nodes), or permissions of the user (you may want an administrator to 
see something different from a regular user, or a logged-in user to see something different 
from a logged-out user), then you will add additional variants to a page. You will use the 
selection rules to determine which variant a user sees. Remember that the first variant that 
passes the selection rules will be used, so be sure to put the most specific rules first and the 
more general rules later. You can put a variant with no rules at all in the end and it will serve 
as a default.

Getting ready
These are the basic steps for upgrading from Panels 2 to Panels 3 on Drupal 6:

Back up your site before you begin

Disable your Panels module
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How to do it...
1. If you have any Panels exported, 'in code', please override them. The upgrade can 

only update the Panels you have in the database.

2. Delete all old Panels module files from the sites/all/modules directory.

3. Unpack the new Panels files & Chaos tools files in sites/all/modules.

4. Enable Chaos tools, including the Page Manager module.

5. Run update.php.

6. Enable all Panels modules (and Views Content Panes if you use views in your Panels).

After following these steps, Panels 3 should be working properly on your system. Make sure 
you upgrade on a test site before you upgrade on the live site however, because there may  
be unforeseen issues.

Adding a custom Panels page
We start our initial recipe by creating the " Test" page.

Getting ready
Go to the Panels UI From admin through Module | Panels. In the Panels Dashboard, select 
create Panels page.

How to do it...
1. In the Pages section of Panels, type in the administration title of the page. Here, we 

will type test. This will appear in the administrative interface to easily identify it.

2. Type in the machine name as the same, test. It is the machine readable name for 
this page. It must be unique.
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3. Type Test panel page in the administrative description. It is a description of what this 
page does for administrative use.

4. Put test in the Path.
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5. Leave the home page and optional features as they are for now.

6. In the layout Panels, select the Single column for now as shown in the  
following screenshot:

7. In Title type, select Manually set and in the Title put Test panel page:
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8. Here comes the real magic of Panels—the core Panels with all options, select update 
and preview.

9. The blank page preview is now created, select save.
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10. The summary page will show you all the properties of our test page created via 
Panels. Let's see it.

11. Here is the blank page where we can now create the content as we like. We can even 
put our custom content here. Go to Edit Panel | Content and select the gear in the 
middle column.

12. Select Add content and then select New custom content as shown in the  
following screenshot.
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13. Type in the information, as shown in the following screenshot, and click on Finish and 
then update and then save.

14. Here is your custom page by Panels:

How it works
Panels provide such flexibility that you can create a completely different page on your website, 
which would be different from the main template. Such functionality are often required when 
you develop complex sites with a lot of data.
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Adding a custom Panels node
We will now create a custom node using Panels. Panel nodes are node content and appear in 
your searches, but are more limited than Panel pages.

Getting ready
We need to go to the Panels Dashboard as we did in the previous recipe.

How to do it...
1. Select Panel node.

2. Select Single column again:
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3. This opens a node page of Drupal but with a custom CSS tag too, which we will 
discuss later in the CSS recipe. Click on Save:

4. As we kept the default settings of the node, the node is promoted to the front page of 
our Mindtrades application:
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5. Note that this is the same way we create a normal node, but there is a vast difference 
when we create a node by Panels. By making a node via Panels, we have full flexibility 
to change the content and even use custom HTML and CSS. This can be made clear 
by using a simple example for this custom node. Let's divide this node in two parts. 
Suppose there was a need on the website to put more content in a presentable form.

6. Go to Custom node panel and edit, select Panel layout.

7. Now select Two column:

8. This shows now that you are making a transition from a single column to double 
column. Select Save.

9. Now, go to Panel content and we will see two columns. Voilà! It's easy with Panels.

10. Now, we'll add content to both the columns, the Left side and the Right side as 
discussed in the previous recipe. We will use the existing nodes.

11. We will now need to create two independent nodes say Custom 1 and Custom 2. 
Create two stories and do not promote to front page. Disable comments on  
each story.
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12. Now, select the gears of each side and add the content. You will find an auto-content 
activated when you type in Custom1 at Title of the node as shown in the  
following screenshot.

13. Now, you will see both the contents on the node.

14. Save it and preview.

See your work now on the main page.
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15. So here is what your Custom node will look like. You can put images as well as 
custom HTML too:

How it works...
See how beautifully Panels arranges the content now. Even the code behind is streamlined,  
so that your page loads faster. Let's see the code behind the Custom1 node, indeed, a neat 
code for such a great functionality that can dynamically change the entire look of your node  
or a portion of your site. Each content in the pane is a separate <div> tag.

  <div class="content clear-block">
    <div class="Panels-display Panels-2col clear-block">
  <div class="Panels-Panels Panels-col-first">
    <div class="inside"><div class="Panels-pane">
      <div class="admin-links Panels-hide">
      <ul class="links"><li class="update first last"><a href="/
drupal/node/2/edit?destination=node%2F1">Edit node</a></li>
</ul>    </div>
  
      <h2 class="pane-title">Custom 1</h2>
  
  <div class="pane-content">
    <div id="node-2" class="node">

  <h2><a href="/drupal/node/2" title=""></a></h2>
      <span class="submitted">Sat, 11/28/2009 - 17:28 — <a href="/
drupal/user/1" title="View user profile.">admin</a></span>
  
  <div class="content clear-block">
    <p>This is the content on left side</p> </div>
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Adding Mini panels
As defined on drupal.org, Mini panels are a layout mechanism for blocks. It won't take long 
using Panels before you get to a point when you want Panels inside of Panels or Panels that 
can be used as a block. That is exactly what Mini panels does. You can create a small Panel 
here with various pieces of content and then put it inside of a Panels-page or Panels-node.

Getting ready
We need to be on the Panels dashboard.

How to do it...
1. Select Mini panels.
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2. Select Single column.

3. Add the title, name, and category as shown in the previous screenshot. Use the 
Panels name with underscores.

4. Once you add the mini panels, the Dashboard changes as shown in the following 
screenshot, showing the manage mini Panels.

5. As we will use node as the context, click save and proceed.
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6. We add a custom content by clicking on the gear as discussed earlier.

7. Do a live preview:

Now, we will see the real advantage of Mini panels, as we add a second content and 
change the layout.

Note that each content has a gear on the right-hand side that governs the properties 
of that content.

8. Click on Display settings and then select the layout as rounded corners on each pane.

Now, go to the Panels Dashboard and do a Preview.
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This is the wonder that Mini panels does for your content.

So, Mini panels can be used to create Panels within Panels. In this recipe, I have shown 
how to use a single column mini panel. But, for complex website layouts, you can use more 
columns and add any number of content in each.

Managing pages via Panels Dashboard
We can manage all the pages created by Panels via the Dashboard. This becomes extremely 
useful when your site has many pages created via Panels.

Getting ready
Once again, we need to be in the Panels Dashboard.

How to do it...
1. We can manage all our Panels pages from the Dashboard. Here, we can see the test 

page that we created earlier in the node page recipe.
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2. Click on Go to list. You will be able to see our test page here in custom-type Panels:

3. You will be able to sort the pages by Type, Storage (even up to the code level),  
and Title.

4. Click on Edit for our test Panels page.

This shows the Panels UI for the page "test", which we will cover in our UI recipe.

See also...
Understanding the Panels UI in Chapter 2



2
Changing Panel 

Interface

In this chapter, we will cover:

Understanding the Panels UI (User Interface)

Setting the basic layout of the page

Cloning a page layout

Creating Access rules for the page

Providing a visible menu to the page

Adding a custom CSS to a Panel

Using Contexts in Panels

How to make layouts for dynamic websites using Panels

Organizing the content of the page

Checking the layout by preview

Introduction
In the earlier chapter, we learned the basics of Panels and getting things done the Panel 
way. It is very important to be well versed with the Chapter 1 recipes to understand all other 
recipes throughout the book.

In this chapter, we will dive inside the Panel’s UI (User Interface) to actually create layouts and 
settings of a page using Panels.
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Understanding the Panels UI
Panel’s user interface is pretty easy to understand. Let’s make a page using this interface.

How to do it...
1. Let's select the test page from our Panels Dashboard as shown in the following 

screenshot by clicking on Edit:

2. This is what your Panels UI will look like:
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We will understand the Summary page first and then go deep to each setting of 
the page, recipe wise, to have a complete hands on, on the Panels interface. The 
Summary section has the properties for the entire Panel page, while the Variants 
section is the Panels section or Panels content within the Panel page, which itself  
can be divided into many sections.

3. The Panels UI is the core of Panels. Panels and every setting of all the Panels are 
configured using this interface.

In the Summary page, the first property is Storage, which is Normal by default. If 
we want a custom Panel page and we import it from code, the storage changes to 
Overridden. If you do not wish to use the Panel, it can be disabled by clicking the 
Disable link to the right-hand side of the Status property.

4. The Path property shows the actual path of the page on the server.

5. The Access option shows the access levels of the page, as to whom would the page 
be viewable. This would be based on the roles you create on your Drupal project.

6. The Menu property lets you add a link to your Panel to an existing menu. This will be 
demonstrated later.

7. The next section is Panel, where we generate the actual content of the Panel.

This comes into the variant section. It is here that we split the Panel properties from the main 
Panel page.

1. The Panel section shows the selection rules, which are the same as access rules. 
The access rules are relative to the entire Panel page whereas the selection criteria is 
relative only to the Panels area within the Panel page. This allows us to make flexible 
content access permissions.
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2. The Layout shows the selected Panel layout. Here, in test page it is a Single column.

How it works
In this recipe, we got familiar with the Panels User Interface. In the coming recipe, we will 
learn more about the layouts. 

Setting the basic layout of the page
Let’s create a Panel layout using Panels. For example, let’s create a “My Information” page. 
This page will have three columns: the left column will contain information about the website 
owner and how is he known as; the middle column will contain the basic profile; and the right 
column will contain links and contact information.

Getting ready
First, go to the Panels Dashboard and create a new page.

How to do it...
1. Let’s set the Panel name to pagelayout.

2. Set the Administrative title to Page Layout.

3. Set the Path to pagelayout.
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4. Select the Three column 25/50/25 stacked option as shown in the following 
screenshot. In this layout, the left and right columns will occupy 25 percent of the 
width, and the middle column will occupy the remaining 50 percent.

5. Set the Page Title as My Information and save.

6. This brings us to the Panels UI.
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7. In the Menu tab, select Normal menu entry. In the Menu drop down, choose 
Navigation. When we select a normal menu entry, the default menu selected  
for Drupal is visible. If no menu is selected, the Panel page is displayed without  
any menu.

8. Now, let’s add some content to the page. Click on the Content tab at the UI. It’s time 
to think about what we want in our My Information page. Let’s list what we want 
where. Let’s presume we want our information in the middle, Profile on the left,  
some links on the right, and perhaps some contact information below them.

Left: your information

Middle: Profile (Resume)

Right: Links, Contact Information

9. Click on the gear in the Left side pane.

10. Type the name in the Title field, and the description in the Body field. Here, we keep 
the name as John Smith.

11. Repeat Step 9 and add the next content as I am also known as.

12. Now, for the Profile text. Click on the gear sign in the Middle column pane. Again, 
click on New custom content. Add the title and your brief profile.

13. For the Title field, fill in Sr Web Architect. Then, type in the about text into the Body 
field. Click on Finish when you are done.

14. Finally, to add some contact information, click on the gear sign in the Right side 
pane, and click on New custom content.
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15. Type Contact Information into the Title field, and type some contact information 
in the Body field. The content organized on the Panel page will look similar to the 
following screenshot:

16. Save the page layout and go to the link from your Panels UI. You will see a page 
similar to the following screenshot:
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How it works...
We have now started using the Panels UI to generate regions for our custom Panels page. We 
are able to generate very elegant looking layouts for our custom page using the UI.

Cloning a page layout
We did create a page layout in the previous recipe. Now, we will clone the same layout to show 
how easily we can replicate layouts across the site.

Getting ready
The first step always will be to go to the Panels dashboard. Always select the page you need  
to clone.

Select Edit on the Page Layout page, which we created earlier.

How to do it...
1. Select the Clone tab on the UI.

2. Type in title PageLayoutClone.

3. In Administrative title, type Page Layout Clone. In the path, put pagelayoutclone,  
so that it creates another page.
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4. Check Clone variants. If checked, all variants associated with the page will be cloned 
as well. If not checked, the page will be cloned without variants.

5. Click on Clone.

6. This creates the same clone of our pagelayout page.
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How it works...
This recipe is extremely useful when your site has similar layouts and contents for various 
pages. You can just clone a page and then do some minor changes in the cloned page to 
make a new page.

It really is a fantastic tool when it comes to managing complex sites with similar layouts and 
huge data.

Creating Access rules for the page
We will now generate custom access rules for our pages.

Getting ready
Select the test page from UI or create your own new custom page.

How to do it...
1. Go to the Access tab on the left-hand side menu of the Panels UI:

2. You will be able to see three options in the criteria:

PHP Code—used for creating custom access rules.

User: permission—to set the access rules of a User defined in your 
website to be true for the page.

User: role—to set the access rules of a role defined in your website 
to be true for the page.
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3. Let’s select the User: permission here in this case for a clear understanding. Check 
All criteria should pass and click on Add.

4. We now add that the logged in user here has access to comments.

5. Now, when you look in the summary of the page, you will find something like this: 
Access: Accessible only if Logged in user has “access comments”. So, if the logged 
in user has permission to view comment, then and then only, the user would be able 
to see the page.

6. Now, we log in as an anonymous user who does not have permission to see 
comments and see this:

There’s more...
1. This recipe is more towards roles and permissions. However, you can create custom 

permissions on Panel pages with PHP code snippets. This can be done by adding a 
small PHP snippet. Suppose, you want to show the Panel only to the administrator.  
Go to the selection rules and select add PHP Code:

2. Put an administration description and in the PHP code, write the following code. 
Access will be granted if the following code is true:

  global $user; 
  return (bool) $user->uid;

To display only to anonymous users, use the following snippet:

global $user; 
  return !(bool) $user->uid;
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Providing visible menus to the page
Let’s make a menu for our Panel’s page.

Getting ready
Create a new Panel page, say menupage, using the Panels Dashboard. Now, we will override 
our navigation menu only for this particular page (a single column page).

How to do it...
1. Go to the Menu page and from the Panel UI select Menu.

2. Select Menu tab.

3. Update and save.

4. In the UI, select Content and select the gear in middle column, then select  
Add content followed by Menus.

5. Select the Navigation menu and write override title as New Menu.

6. So, we created a separate navigational menu into our Panel page.

7. We can put in Primary links and Secondary links too in the same manner.

8. We can include a custom menu if we define a customized menu. The customized 
menu too then will be displayed in the list.
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There’s more...
This was to include a menu within the content, but what if we want to play around with the 
main menu in our Panel page? Let’s see that:

1. Click on the Edit link on your Menu Page.

2. If you select No menu entry (as shown in the following screenshot), you will not see 
the main navigational menu on your Panel page.

3. The navigational menu disappears as shown in the following screenshot:

4. Select Normal menu entry, and the menu will appear as normal.
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Adding custom CSS
We will now add custom CSS to our Panels page, which will override the basic CSS of the 
template for only the selected Panel.

Getting ready
Create a new Panel page from the UI. Here, we take the earlier created test page.

How to do it...
1. Select the page from the Panels UI.

2. Go to the General tab from the left-hand side of the UI menu.

3. Check Disable Drupal blocks/regions to disable all regions displayed in the theme. 
Note that some themes support this setting better than others. If in doubt, try with 
stock themes to see. Here, we disable the Drupal block to see how pure CSS can  
be implemented.

4. Now, we enter a basic CSS: p {color:red;text-align:center}.

5. Click on Update and then save.
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6. Go to the Content tab and add another content in our Middle column using the gears:

7. Name it as Custom CSS and we put in some content with the attribute <p> to check 
our implemented CSS.

8. Update and save, and check the page now.

9. See that there are no blocks on the page, and that the page is available for  
full customization.

10. With a little knowledge of CSS, you can make a custom page with this.

11. We also see that, even the <p> tag of the earlier created content (one that was 
already present — Custom Panel Content), is also changed to our implemented CSS.

12. You can also create a custom CSS ID in the main template for the entire Panel and 
then refer to the ID in the CSS ID box available in the General tab.
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How it works...
Using this recipe, we can now create an entirely different looking page than the main 
template. This becomes very handy when you design websites that have many different 
sections that need a different look but also have the main layout of the page.

There are examples and suggested sections in each column depending on the type of website. 
This will build up a general idea of how you can build a complex website by using Panels.

Using contexts in Panels
According to Earl Miles (the creator of Panels), Context is defined as: In Panels, Context is lingo 
for a wrapper around any significant object. By default, Panels supports ‘Node’, ‘Taxonomy 
term’ (and terms as mentioned above), ‘Taxonomy vocabulary’, and ‘User’ as contexts.

These contexts can get into a display in more than one way; right now, there are three ways in 
which a panel page can acquire a context:

1. Via arguments: Under the Advanced tab in Panel pages, there is a list of possible 
arguments. Once added to the page, the argument is converted to a context, and 
this context becomes available for panes to use. Also, arguments can be selective; 
the node ID argument can restrict itself to a node type. If the node ID given is not a 
node of one of these types, no context will be created (and the argument can tell the 
system to 404 or just let it pass and the Panel will run without that context).

2. Simply added: Under the Advanced tab (currently, in -dev only and will be in 
Alpha14), there is a Group a Context section. Clicking Add on one will bring up 
a dialog, where a specific object is selected. For example, when adding the node 
context, the pop up will provide the auto complete to select a node by title or nid.

3. By relationship: Once a context is in a page via any method, more contexts can be 
added by relationship. For example, if I have a ‘node’, I can extract one or more ‘term’ 
contexts from it by the obvious relationship. Also, I can come up with another node 
via ‘book parent’. I can come up with a user reference from a node too, by getting the 
author. Once CCK integration is in place (currently, it is not), I can come up with nodes 
via node references and users via user references.

Once you have contexts in the system, this allows Panel panes to appear that require contexts. 
For example, there is a ‘node content’ pane that simply renders a node. Without a node, it 
can’t do anything; this context is required. If a node context isn’t in the system, you won’t even 
see this as an option. But once the display has a node context available, Panels will allow you 
to add the node context pane. Even better, if you happen to have multiple node contexts, in 
the pop up to add the pane, you can choose which node context to render.
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Getting ready
Based upon the little understanding that you would have gotten reading about Contexts, we 
will now create one.

Create a Panel page using UI. We will also need some content to play around with. So, we 
create one node Story1 (Story).

How to do it...
1. Create a page, Context, and keep it single column.

2. In the Panel UI, go to Contexts:

3. Select Node and then Add context:
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4. Add the node ID of the node you created as story. It is the node ID that you will be 
able see in the URL or even find at the Content section in your administration panel. 
Click on Save.

5. In the Relationships, select Node author and then click on Add relationship.

6. Click on Save. This creates a relationship between our node and the node author that 
we would later use in our Panels. Update and save.

7. Now, we need to create the content based upon our context that we have created.

8. Go to the Content tab.
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9. Put the Title as Context Demonstration.

10. Select the gear in the Middle column.

11. Select Add content, and in the Node tab select Node content.
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12. Click on Save.

13. Click on Update and preview. As you see, this pane does not show the actual content, 
but the Content type actually.

14. The Node Story1 is displayed in the pane.

15. Now, we will actually use contexts; we will now create a new content, and as we have 
specified a relationship in the context, the node will be available into the Panels.

16. Go to Contents and select the gear. Select Node and then Node Author.

17. Override title by Created by. Check Link to author profile. Update and preview.
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Making layouts for dynamic websites  
using Panels

This will be a recipe that’ll introduce you to the layouts available in the Panels UI. Depending 
on what sort of website you are making, you can select the best suitable one.

This will be an exercise recipe that’ll help you to visualize almost any complex website fitted 
comfortably in your Panels’ layout. Let's do it!

Once you are familiar with this, you will be able to use Panels in all your complex  
Drupal projects.

We will take top websites on the Internet and try to clone the layout as an exercise to practice 
Panels layout.

For e-commerce websites
E-commerce websites have a lot of products and many categories. Imagine we are building  
an e-commerce website and we would like to make the layout similar to say Amazon.com  
(as shown in the following screenshot):

To make this layout, we can use the Three column 33/34/33 stacked layout

The Top section can have the logo and advertisement

The Left side will have the navigation menu and the “Check this Out” or “Latest” 
section and “Features and Services”
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The Middle column will have Featured products of different categories

The Right column can have discounted products and the one that sells the most

The Bottom will have secondary links and secondary menus

This is a suggested layout that many major e-commerce websites including Amazon follow  
and you can definitely create a website like that using Panels!

As an exercise, you can fit the Amazon.com layout into our Panels layout. Give it a try and  
see that it matches perfectly.

For media websites
Let's now select a layout for a media website. Let’s consider YouTube as an example.

Select the Two column stacked layout as follows:

We will put the Logo, Search, and Primary menu in the Top section

Featured video/photos on the Left side

What's new and Latest on the Right side
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Search and Secondary menu and Secondary links in the Bottom part

For content-based sites and blogs
Let’s take an example of a content-based site. The Suggested layout for such websites would 
be three column 33/34/33:

You can select other layouts too depending on the volume of content on the website, 
but this layout can prove most ideal as seen on top blogs and content-based sites on 
the Internet

All the three columns will have Posts category-wise

And, additionally, the Left side will have the logo and all the three columns will have 
links at the bottom

So, here each column will have multiple contents as we created earlier in our recipes 
and all can be sorted out as per requirement

For flexible layouts
One on the best features of Panels is the flexible layout. If you are making a custom site and 
you need to define your layout, use the flexible layout in Panels. It has an amazing tool known 
as layout designer.
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This tool will let you make a custom layout. It is very easy to use. You can click on Column  
to define columns. Click on Row to define rows.

By making different combinations of rows and columns, you can even nest columns within 
rows and rows within columns.

Using the live preview (best practices)
While making the layouts for a website, there is a need to change the layout many times until 
you finalize. Before committing your layout to the Drupal Panels database, we can always do  
a live preview before even saving it. If we are not satisfied, we can change it multiple times.

How to do it...
1. We have already used this in our recipes, but it is an essential part when adding 

Panels. Select a page you need to edit.

2. Select the Panel content tab on top and do a live Preview:

How it works...
This practice is very helpful when you need to change your layout and test your layouts on the 
fly even before saving.



3
Theming for Panels

In this chapter, we will cover:

How to embed CSS in panes

Adding ID/class in Panels UI and target theme

Applying styles to regions

Creating a flexible design layout

Introduction
Using Panels puts the power of configuring layouts and selecting styles more in the hands  
of the Drupal administrator.

The major advantage of using CSS with Panels is modularity and reusability.
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Let's see a beautiful example of a Panels website. I take http://socialistworker.org 
as the example here. This site makes extensive use of Panels. This site has been taken for 
demonstration purpose only.

In the case of SocialistWorker.org, several custom Panels were defined, which the editors can 
choose from when laying out their home page each day, with subtle variations on the size of 
the leading story, column widths, and so on.

Uses Panels 2—front page is entirely drag-and-drop, using Panels 2.

Editors lay out tomorrow's front page in advance using a draft. A draft Panel for 
tomorrow's front page exists, so the editors can lay it out in advance.
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Using the combination of powerful Panels UI and custom CSS, a distinct looking web design 
can be created. The example site that we took as a case study can be generated effortlessly 
using the Panels UI.

We can generate such layouts by using flexible layouts as we have seen in a past recipe, and 
apply individual CSS to Panel panes as we will demonstrate in this chapter.

Embedding CSS in Panels UI
Panels can be used effectively to produce high-end Web front pages as well as  
complex layouts.

Getting ready
Let's create a new Panel page using Panels UI.

How to do it...
1. Set the Administrative title as Css Theming.

2. Put Css_Theming as the Machine name. Generally, machine names are lowercase  
in Drupal.

3. Add the description and path, as shown in the following screenshot:.
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4. Go to the General tab.

5. Now, we come to the embed CSS part, Let's define our CSS ID as cool-panel. Don't 
include # here.

6. Let's make a simple CSS for our Panel as defined here. This will make a custom  
Panel with a width of 600px, aligned centered, central, with a grey color and a red, 
dashed border.

7. The code is:
#cool-panel{
width:600px;
margin-left: auto;
margin-right: auto;
background-color:#DDD;
color:#000;
font-family:helvetica,arial,sans-serif;
font-size:1em;
border-style:dashed;
border-color:red;
border-width: 2px;}
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8. Select a two-column layout: 

9. Let's put some content in each column, and then update and save.

10. This gives us our custom CSS Panel with styles applied to the entire Panel pane.

How it works...
This way we made a custom CSS-based Panel by embedding the code within the Panels 
UI. This is helpful when we need to make small changes to Panels and also when we want 
complete flexibility on how our Panel looks.

This is a simple example that shows you how you can embed CSS. You can make complex 
layouts by generating your own CSS and using existing nodes in each column with pictures 
that make your Panels more beautiful and presentable.
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Adding ID/class in Panel UI and target theme
We will now demonstrate how to add a CSS ID class in the Panel and define the class in the 
theme CSS stylesheet.

Getting ready
Create a new Panel page using the Panel UI. In the last recipe, we made use of embedded 
CSS. Now, we will dive into making use of the base theme's style.css stylesheet. This  
gives us more flexibility when you design a complex site and need the styles to be called  
from the stylesheet.

How to do it...
1. Let's first put the same CSS that we created in the last recipe into our theme's 

style.css. My favorite is the Garland theme that ships with Drupal. So, let's put 
the same CSS ID in the style.css. This is normally not a good practice (to hack the 
core Garland theme) and we are doing it here only for demonstration purposes.

2. Put the same code as in the previous recipe in your /themes/garland/style.css 
file.

3. Create a new page using Panel UI. I have named it as External Css, as shown in the 
following screenshot: 
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4. Note that this time in our General tab, we will just mention the CSS ID as cool-panel 
and not put the actual code here. Now, update and save.

5. The custom Panel called from external CSS is ready. 

How it works...
This recipe shows how we can make custom Panels using the external CSS. We used the main 
theming stylesheet in this case to theme our Panel.

This will always be a best practice to use in comparison to the embedded CSS.

The administrators should use the main stylesheet to define the major design of the panels 
and use embedded CSS to refine each panel in detail.

Using this technique will help you to make the most complex of layouts a breeze to use.
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Applying styles to a region
In the previous recipe, you learned how to add custom CSS to an entire Panel. You can also 
add custom CSS (and IDs and classes) to individual regions. This is a very robust and modular 
way to add styling to regions across several panels without duplicating lots of CSS.

The major difference here would be that now we will apply our cool-panel CSS ID to each 
region instead of the entire Panel to have a better understanding.

Getting ready
Create a new Panel page using the Panels UI.

How to do it...
1. Let's create a two-column Panel as a node.

2. In the Panels UI, create a Panel node and select two columns.

3. Name it as Regional CSS.

4. Now, click on the gear on the Left side pane and create a custom content pane. 
Name it as leftside.
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5. Click on the gear in leftside and go to CSS Properties. Enter the CSS ID as shown in 
the following screenshot:

6. Do a live preview. You can now see that we have our custom region on a node.

7. Repeat steps 4-7 for the Right side too but using a different class and save.
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8. Do a live preview now:

9. We now have defined a custom node with CSS applied to each region of the node.

How it works...
This recipe shows that we can go to the micro level and even can customize each region 
within an individual node.

Creating a flexible design layout
We will now use the flexible layout to generate a layout similar to SocialistWorker.org, our  
case study.
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Getting ready
Create a Panel page named Flexible layouts.

How to do it...
1. Select the Flexible layout while making the Panel page.

2. In the Panels UI, select Show layout designer. You will be able to hide the designer 
as well, as shown in the following screenshots:
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3. Now, if you study the layout of SocialistWorker.org, you see that it has three columns. 
The middle column has two rows and the second row has two columns.

4. So, let's create the layout using the layout designer.

5. Select Canvas and add a column to the left.

6. Select Canvas and add a column on the right. You should now have a layout similar  
to the following screenshot:

7. See the sliders and move them to make our layout.

8. Keep the left region and right region at 20% each. The middle region will fill the 
remaining 60%.

9. Update the layout.
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10. In the center region, go to the second row, create a region, and name it middle.

11. Now, you will be able to add regions on the left- and right-hand sides to the left  
of middle and to the right of middle, making the second row with three columns. 
Name them as middle left, middle, and middle right.

Remember: You can always delete a region, if you go wrong 
while editing or accidentally mess up.

12. Slide the pane to fix the region's width. Keep middle at the middle as 60%.
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13. Don't forget to add a region in the first row. Name it as first static row.

14. Now, in each Main Left and Main Right add a row. Then, add a region to each  
now. Name these  as Main Left and Main Right respectively as shown in the 
following screenshot:

15. Update and save.

16. And we now see the finished layout that we have created as per our case study. We 
will assume that the header and footer will be provided by part of the main theme.
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17. Click on the gear in the Main Left region. Click on Add content. From Menus, choose 
Primary links.

18. Click on the gear in the Main Right region. Choose the Powered by Drupal widget.

19. Click on the gear in the first static row region. Here, we will add a node,  
called Story1.

20. In the middle left, middle, and middle right regions, we will create custom content. In 
the original case of SocialistWorker.org, Views have been added to these regions.

21. To spice things up, let's add rounded corners to the content. Go to each content 
item's gear now, and change the style to Rounded corners.

22. Save and see the flexible layout we just created.
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23. Now, let's add custom CSS to one region—to the Story1 node in the  
first static row region.

24. Add this CSS code in the General tab of the Panel UI:
#custom-story {#custom-story{
margin-left: auto;
margin-right: auto;
background-color:#DDD;
color:#000;
font-family:helvetica,arial,sans-serif;
font-size:1em;
border-style:solid;
border-color:red;
border-width: 3px;}

25. In Story1, click on its gear, and go to CSS Properties and add custom-story as the 
CSS ID.

How it works...
By using the Flexible layout along with CSS, we can make micro-level changes in the  
page layout.
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Implementing Panels

In this chapter, we will cover:

Making a new front page using Views and Panels

Creating a node override

Overriding a node edit form

Using Panels with feeds

Using Mini panels

Introduction
This is a chapter centered on building website looks with Panels. We will create a custom  
front page for a website and a node edit form with a Panel. We will also see the process  
of generating a node override within Panels and take a look at Mini panels.

Making a new front page using Panels and 
Views (for dynamic content display)

We will now create a recipe with Views and Panels to make a custom front page.

Getting ready
We will need to install Views as the module, if not done already. As the Views and Panels 
projects are both led by Earl Miles (merlinofchaos), the UIs are very similar. We will not  
discuss Views in detail as it is out of the scope of the book. To use this recipe, a basic 
knowledge of Views is required. 
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We will use our recipe of flexible layout as our start for this recipe. To make a better layout and 
a custom website, I recommend using adaptive themes (http://adaptivethemes.com/). 
Here, in this recipe, I have used that theme. The adaptive theme is a starter theme and it 
includes several custom panels. There is also a built-in support for skins, which helps to make 
theming a lot easier. We will be using adaptive themes in this recipe for demonstration and 
will change our administration view from Garland to adaptive theme.

The adaptive themes add extra layouts as shown in the following screenshot.
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How to do it...
1. Go to the Flexible layout recipe we created or you can create your own layout using 

the same recipe.

2. Now, we will create Views to be included in our Panels layout.

3. Assuming that Views is installed, go to Site building | Views.

4. Add a View.

5. In the View name, add storyblock1, and add a description of your choice.

6. Select the Row style as Node.

7. Put in Items to display as 3.

8. In the Style, we can select Unformatted or Grid depending on how you want  
to display the nodes. I will use Grid.

9. In the Sort criteria, put in Node: Post date asc and Node: Type asc.

10. In Filters, we just want the posts promoted to the first page.
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11. Do a live preview.

12. We will need to add display of the default view as Block, so that the View is available 
as a block, which we can select in our Panels. We can also put the views default 
output as a Panel pane, but using blocks as a display of the Views gives the "read 
more" links by default. In the direct View, we have to create it. Say, we create  
a block—storyblock1, as shown in the following screenshot:
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13. Now, we need to go to the Flexible Layouts UI, as a layout created by you.

14. Go to the Content tab.

15. Earlier, we had displayed a static block; now we will display a dynamic View.

16. Disable earlier panes in the first static row.

17. Select the gears in first static rows and select Add content | Miscellaneous.
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18. The custom view block will be here, as shown in the following screenshot. Select it.

19. Save and preview.
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20. So, we have now integrated the dynamic View in one of our Panel panes.

21. Let's add sample content to each region now. You can select your own content as you 
want on your front page, as shown in the following screenshot:

22. Go to Site configuration | Site information.

23. Change the default home pages to the created Panels page.

24. Your home page is now the custom Panel page.

How it works...
In this recipe, we implemented Panel panes with views and blocks to make a separate custom 
page and separate display for the existing content in the website.

Creating a node override
Drupal's built-in content viewing is decent, but sometimes, especially with custom Content 
types, you might need a special way of displaying that content. Suppose we want to put in an 
"add comment" form on the same page where our node is displayed; this cannot be possible 
with built-in content viewing. We can do this with Panels by a node override.
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Getting ready
Create a new Panel page using Panel UI.

How to do it...
1. Create a Panel page named node override.

2. Select a Three column layout.

3. We now create a node override using the Contexts.

4. Select any one node type; I have selected one of a Google news post, you can select 
any node of your choice.
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5. Go to the Content tab now.

6. On the Left side, click on the gear, and then on Add content. Go to Node and select 
Node comments.

7. In the Middle column, we will keep the Node | Node content.

8. In the Right side, let's keep the Comment form.
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9. Do an update and preview. You will see a page similar to the following screenshot:

How it works...
This is how we actually make an override for a particular node. All nodes, except this, use the 
normal Drupal input format.

Overriding a Node Edit form
Panels allows you to override the Node Edit form. Why would we want to do that? Let's 
assume, for example, you need to see all the comments on a node when you are editing it, 
and you also want the taxonomy editor on the left. Panels allows you to configure the node 
edit form to be just the way you need it. The advantage is clear for developers and  
non-developers as well, as placing difference blocks in different places is all made  
through an easy-to-use Panels UI.

Let's override the Edit form of all the story nodes and divide it into two columns. On  
the right, we will place the content form, and on the left, the taxonomy editor as well  
as node comments.
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Getting ready
Create a Panel page named overidenodeedit.

How to do it...
1. Select the Administrative title as Override node edit form.

2. In the Context section of the UI, select Node edit form.

3. Select the node ID, which you want to override, for example node 175, as shown in 
the following screenshot:
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4. Go to the Content tab and add content on the Right side.

5. Select Node edit form for the Right side.

6. Similarly, we will put two contents on the Left side.

7. In one, select Node form categories.

8. In the second, select Node comments.
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9. Save and preview.

How it works...
Now, we have been able to change the node edit form for specific content.

This can be very useful when making complex websites that require content to be edited by 
the user. This will make the node form edit more presentable to the end user.

Using Panels with feeds
Let's take a simple example to implement Panels with feeds. Suppose we need to display the 
top five computer items on sale from craigslist in our website and also on a custom Panel 
page. With Panels, you will have the flexibility to put this dynamic loading content on any part 
of the website.
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Getting ready
We need to enable the core Feed aggregator module from the core.

How to do it...
1. First, we need to create a feed category and a feed. Create a feed first and then  

the Panel.

2. Go to Content Management | Feed aggregator. Then, choose Add category. Set the 
title to Craigslist. Now, choose Add feed. Add the feed item with an RSS link from the 
actual craigslist website.

3. Select the category as Craigs list and save.
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4. Go to the Panels UI and create a Panel page, say Craigslist.

5. Suppose we select a Two column layout, one has the static content and other has the 
dynamic feed.

6. Go to the Content tab and on the Right side click on the gear and select  
Add content.

7. Go to the Feeds tab and select the feed we created—the Computers for sale feed.
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8. On the Left side, click on the gear and put in a static content.

9. Update and preview.

How it works...
We have now created a Panel page with dynamic feeds displayed from craigslist.

Using Mini panels
Mini panels are nothing but Panels displayed as blocks. They are the blocks that can have a 
Panel layout just as you have in the Panels page.

By using Mini panels effectively with Panels, you can create not only custom page layouts 
but also custom block layout inside the page. The use of Mini panels with views can create 
wonders. Let's make some advanced layouts using feeds/views/panels and Mini panels.
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Getting ready
1. Enable the core Aggregator module.

2. Enable Mini panels if not enabled in the Panels module.

How to do it...
1. We will now display the feed created in the previous recipe, directly as a Mini panel or 

a Drupal block.

2. Go to the Panels Dashboard and create a new mini panel, Single column.
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3. Go to the Content tab and add content. Select the feed: Craigs list category  
latest items.

4. Do a preview and save.
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5. Now, go to the Blocks section (Site building | Blocks) in your admin panel and  
you will note that there is a Mini panel item in your block. Select that block in any 
of the regions in your theme. I selected Sidebar Last in my theme as shown in the 
following screenshot:

6. Now, this Mini panel is part of your basic theme and will be present in the layout of 
your website.

How it works...
In this manner, we can use Mini panels to form the basic blocks of layout for your theme.

There is more...
Let's now use Views to make a more detailed Mini panel. Let's take an example where we 
want a custom Panel page that displays the individual content of each feed on the left column 
and the feed links like in the previous recipe on the right. Here, we will have to use Views.

1. Let's first create a View that displays the individual content of the feed. Create a 
default View with node type "aggregator". Select the field as Aggregator: Body and 
rename as deals.

2. Put the Items to display as 5.
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3. Create a block View and name it as Craigs deals block, use Style as Table.

4.  Now, go to the Panels Dashboard and create a new Mini panel. Name it as dual 
craigs block and select a two-column layout.

5. Select the Content tab, and add content.

6. On the Left side, select: Add content | Blocks | Craigs deal block.

7. On the Right side, select: Add content | computers for sale feed created in an 
earlier recipe.
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8. Save and preview.  

9. Now, we will use this Mini panel directly in our Panel page.

10. Create a new Panel page named demominipanels.

11. Select a Single column layout.

12. Add content by selecting the Content tab.

13. Add the Content | Mini panel |dual craigs block.
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14. Update, preview, and save.  



5
Panels with Organic 

Groups

In this chapter, we will cover:

Installing the Organic Groups Panel Utility (separate module)

Creating Organic Groups with Panels

Using the Organic Groups Views integration

Introduction
Organic Groups (OG) module enables users to not only belong to specific groups, but to also 
create their own groups. This allows for a site to grow faster in terms of data. For example, let's 
say a Drupal web development team assigned to create a new project has made one person 
responsible for creating a specific feature for that site. That person can go to the Drupal site, 
create a group for that site feature, get other developers to join, and use Drupal to organize 
their work and communication. By configuring Organic Groups properly, the site administrator 
will not have to play a part in the creation of those groups.

Groups may be selective or not selective. Selective groups require approval in order to become 
a member, or even only by invitation groups. There are lots of preferences to configure groups 
as per your need.

Groups get their own theme, language, taxonomy, and so on. OG integrates well and depends 
upon the Views module. For more details, go to http://drupal.org/project/og.

We will extend Panels to the Organic Groups to make more flexible layouts using a  
module—OG Panels (http://drupal.org/project/og_panels).
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OG Panels lets each group manager customize his/her group home page and add additional 
custom pages to her group. Note that this module depends on OG and Panels modules. Now, 
OG Panels is a separate project by itself.

Installing and configuring OG Panels
Let's install and configure the OG Panels module, which will enable people to create their own 
Groups based on the story they publish.

Getting ready
Download Organic Groups and the OG Panels module from Drupal.org. Put the modules in 
sites/all/modules and activate the module in the admin panel.

How to do it...
1. Go to Site configuration | By module | Organic groups | Organic groups 

configuration.

2. We need to specify one node as a group node, which means one custom Content 
type or an existing node that will behave as a group. To make it simpler, it will be the 
Content type that people will make the groups on.
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3. We will make custom Content types for Panels in the coming recipes. We can create 
a new Content type or use an existing one. Here, we will take the existing node, Story, 
and enable it as a group node. The Organic Group node can be posted as four types:

Group node—Where the post behaves as a group post.

May not be posted into the group—means that the Content type will 
not be posted in a group.

Standard Group post—this type can only be edited by the author.

Wiki group post—This type can be edited by any group member.

4. Go to Administer | Organic groups | Organic groups access configuration.

5. We will set the permissions here for the OG. Here, we keep the story visible only 
within the targeted groups.
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We select: Group administrator chooses whether his or her group homepage and audience 
are private or not. Defaults to public, giving the Group administrator the right as to how he or 
she wants to display the Story Content type.

A private group's group home page cannot be seen by non-members, and new 
posts created in the group will default to being private. This setting controls 
what private groups options can be used when creating a new group or 
editing an existing group. If you select one of the group administrator chooses 
options, then it will be up to group administrators to decide whether their new 
groups are private or not, with the default you specify here.

Note that the privacy of all content in the group is determined as each node 
is created or edited, according to the Visibility of posts setting on this page. 
Note also that changing this setting only affects the default for new groups 
being created, not the privacy of any existing groups! To change those, you 
must edit the groups and their individual content nodes directly. If the setting 
you want is disabled here, check Visibility of posts. You cannot choose to only 
have private groups if node visibility is set to be always public, and vice versa. 

Now, we configure the OG Panels. Go to Administer | Organic groups | Organic groups 
panels. This controls what Panel pane content can be used by OG group admins to display  
on their group's Panel pages and Mini panels.

1. We can either select all or select only what we need to display. Here, we select all to 
have the access to all content into our Panels and save. We will keep the OG Panels 
the same as our Panels.
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2. This makes OG available for all our content. This makes your site configured to use 
the OG Panel.

3. Now, go to Create content | Story. 

Note that the Story Content type is now changed (in Organic group configuration | Content 
types) to OG Node. 

How it works
We have now updated Story Content type as an Organic node Content type to be used in Panel 
pages. We can always create a new Content type as an Organic node too.
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Creating an OG with Panels
With OG Panels, you can create a website in a website. This means that we can create a 
home page for the Group that behaves as an independent website by itself, where users can 
register, create their own posts, and add comments depending upon the permissions granted 
by the group administrator.

Let's take a case example to make a custom OG using OG Panels.

Let's assume that we need to create on our website a different page for each open source 
technology. For example, we will have a separate page for Drupal and PHP. Each of these 
separate pages behaves as a separate group website, where people can join the group, add, 
and edit their content.

In this recipe, we will create a separate OG for a Drupal Group website built with our main 
Drupal install.

Getting ready
Let's first make a visualization of how our Story OG Drupal will look like:

The Header part: Welcome note to the group

The Footer part: Static content: Is Drupal the right thing for your project?

The Main content will be divided into two contents:

Left part: Top 50 comments of users

Right part: Live feed from Drupal.org

The OG web page will also have a separate page for live news of Drupal from Google 
(again a feed)
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How to do it...
1. As we have made the Story Content type as a group node, we need to create a new 

content: Story, named "The Drupal way".

2. Put the title as The Drupal way.

3. Put in the description as Discuss Drupal here.
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4. Check on Registration form. Can users join this group during registration? If 
checked, a corresponding checkbox will be added to the registration form.

5. By checking the registration, the user will be prompted to join the group during the 
sign-up process.

6. In the mission statement, put in a custom greeting message for the users on the 
Drupal group home page.

7. Go to the The Drupal way story page. You will see an Add new page there. This shows 
that we can create number of pages within this Content type. So, this Content type 
now behaves as a website inside a website.
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8. Create a new page, "Drupal". Check Show blocks, if you want the site's main block to 
appear onto the custom page.

9. Check Published. If unchecked, this page is only accessible by group or site 
administrators. That's useful while you are configuring the page.

10. Go to Change layout and select Two column stacked.

11. This layout fits the visualization that we had made for our page. Click on Update.

12. Go to Edit content.

13. In the Top section, click on the gear, and then on Organic groups | OG Mission.
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14. On the Left side, select the gear and then Node | Node comments. As we want to 
keep the comments on this page, let's choose 50 comments to be displayed.

15. On the Right side, we want to keep feeds. Let's add a feed, by going to Administer | 
Content management | Feed aggregator | Add feed. Here we add the RSS URL of 
Drupal.org and run cron.
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16. On the Right side, select the gear and then select Add content | Feeds | Drupal.org 
feed latest items.

17. At the bottom, select the gear and then select Add content | New custom content, 
and add a static content here.
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18. Do a live preview.
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19. Notice how beautifully, the Panel generates the content.

20. In the CSS settings of panes, change the style to rounded corners.

21. Go to the main OG page, here, The Drupal way.

22. Select the page Drupal as the home page.

23. This makes the page Drupal as the home page of the group Drupal.

24. Now, let's create another page in our group: Sites made on Drupal.

25. For this, we make a Google news feed page of Drupal containing sites made  
in Drupal.

26. Add a feed as discussed earlier in the feed aggregator.

27. Select a One column page.

28. We added a content for the feed in the column as discussed earlier.

29. Our main OG Page will look like this:
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30. We can add as many pages as we want to add in the group as well as can reset the 
home page to whatever we like.

31. Let's now see what our complete OG page looks like:
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How it works...
We created a complete group page using OG Panels. You would be excited to know that even 
Drupal Groups is powered by OG Panels.

When you mix panels with custom CSS as we discussed earlier in our recipes, you can create 
breath taking social media websites.
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Using the Organic groups Views integration
Let's now integrate views and Organic panels to make a Panel page.

How to do it...
Using the Organic groups Views integration is recommended to get complete control over  
your groups.

We will now configure Organic group Views integration.

1. Go to Site building | Modules | List.

2. Enable Organic groups Views integration in the OG section.

3. Go to Site building | Views | List. 
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4. You will be now able to see many default views for our OG.

5. Let's view some of them.
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6. Go to og_my. It lists the user-subscribed groups and provides a link to manage 
subscription. It has a Page view and a Block view too.

7. The next screenshot shows the My groups view, which will enable users to edit their 
membership in the group as well as see all the groups they have subscribed to.

8. If you now see the menu, you will find Groups | My groups, which is the same view 
that was included with the Organic groups Views integration as the default view.
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9. Try editing the membership.

10. Remember that we had created a closed group, where only the group administrator 
will have the right to edit the membership. If you want to make the group open, you 
can always edit the membership as an administrator. 

11. Now go to the view og_tracker. This shows active posts across the whole site.

12. As we have posted everything as admin, it will show all the posts.

13. You will be able to see the stats like replies in this view. You can customize the view 
per user too if you wish to.

14. Now with the Views enabled, let's activate a block of recent members.

15. Go to Site building | Blocks.

16. Enable Group members in the Left sidebar region of the Garland theme.
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17. Save and see the OG page now.





6
Panels with CCK

In this chapter, we will cover:

Creating custom Panels with a custom Content type

Using Views to display the Content type

Introduction
In Panels, we can integrate the power of CCK (yet another powerful module) via context. 
Context is a wrapper around an object such as Node, Taxonomy term, Users, and many more. 
Once you have contexts in the system, it allows related Panel panes to appear. You can then 
create a relationship from that node to, say, the node type Technology (which we will create 
later on). Once the contexts are in place, content specifically about those contexts can be 
placed. For the node context you can add CCK fields, the node body, attached files, and a 
host of other information that can be provided by plugins. For the user context you can display 
things like the user picture or profile.

Let's create a recipe to make a custom Panel with a custom Content type.

Say you use a bunch of technologies in your website projects and you want to display all the 
technology that you use on your website along with comments on each technology. And you 
also need to add a form on the same page to add a new technology. All this stuff needs to be 
on a single page and updating dynamically. This can only be achieved by using Panels and 
Ctools (we should have this module activated). Let's do it.

Note that CCK 2.3 and later only has support 
for Panels 3.
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Creating custom panels with a custom  
Content type

Let's now create a panel page using the CCK Module.

Getting ready
Install the CCK module from Drupal.org (http://drupal.org/project/CCK). First, we will 
create a custom Content type, say, Technology. Then we will use the Content Construction Kit 
to create a new custom technology panel page.

How to do it...
1. Let's create a custom Content type. Go to Administer | Content management | 

Content types | Add content types.

2. Enter Technology as the Name, technology as the Type (Drupal will then create a 
Technology Content type), and enter a Description (for example, "Which technology 
do we use").

3. Save the Content type. You will now see a Content type calledSave the Content type. You will now see a Content type called Technology listed in 
your Content types, as shown in the following screenshot:

http://drupal.org/project/cck
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4. Let's create some custom CCK fields. Ensure that you haveLet's create some custom CCK fields. Ensure that you have FileField, ImageField, 
Number, Text, and Option Widgets and make them enabled in your CCK modules 
section, as follows:

5. Go to Administer | Content management | Content types | Edit Technology | 
Manage fields.

6. Create a new field. Name the field as technology.

7. Set the Type as File and select Image as the Widget.

8. We will be using theWe will be using the technology field to upload an image of our technology.

9. We will use the Title and Body fields for putting the description of each technology.
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10. Edit individual fields as shown in the following screenshot. If you need to add more 
extensions for the image type, you can add them in the Permitted upload file 
extensions field. The maximum and minimum resolution of the field can also be 
mentioned. The image will be resized according to the resolution mentioned.  
To keep it at the default value, keep it at "0": 
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11. Save the field.Save the field.

12. Go to Create content | Technology. You will see a nicely generated form for your 
input of this Content type into your database: 

 

13. OurOur Technology Content type is ready. Add two Technology nodes using this  
form (for example, Drupal and PHP) and upload their logos, as shown in the  
following screenshots:
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14. Let's create a beautiful Panel page now.

15. Go to Panels | Dashboard and create a new panel page called using CCK, as follows:

16. To integrate our Node Creation form created using CCK into our Panels and itsTo integrate our Node Creation form created using CCK into our Panels and its 
content, we need to use contexts which we have used many times in our past recipes. 

17. Using the Panels UI go to Contexts.

18. We need to create three contexts: one for putting the technology Node Creation form 
into the Panels and two for each technology to put in the individual comments.
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19. For creating a context for the Technology Node form, select node add form and 
create context.

20. Select Node type as Technology (our custom Content Type).

21. To put in comments on the Drupal technology, we would need to create a node 
context as it is a node type. Select Node and then click on Add context. You will  
get a form as follows; enter the details: 

22. SelectSelect Drupal as the node.
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23. Similarly create a node context for the PHP node, as follows:

24. Click on the Update button, as shown in the following screenshot:
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25. Go toGo to Layout and select Two column stacked.

26. Go to Content. 

27. In the Top section, go to Add content. Add a custom content, as follows:

28. In theIn the Left side section go to Add content | Existing node and select the PHP and 
Drupal nodes separately.

29. In the Right side section select Add content | Form | General form | Technology 
(this is the Node Creation Form that we created earlier).
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30. In theIn the Bottom section, go to Add content | Node | Node comments and select PHP 
Comments and Drupal Comments separately, as shown in the following screenshots: 

31. Add some style like rounded corners; then update, preview, and save.
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How it works...
This creates a custom panel where a user can submit a new technology node to the 
administrator and as well as see the existing Technology node and its comments.

Using Views to display the Content type
We will use Views to make the content more dynamic in this recipe.

This way we can integrate all the content of the Technology Content type and display it as a 
single View or a block display.

How to do it...
1. Let's create a View for the Technology nodes.

2. Create a View named techview where we will display 10 nodes; filter it by node type 
Technology. Create a block called Tech block that we will integrate into our Panel,  
as follows:

3. We will now integrate this block instead of the static panes, which we earlier created.We will now integrate this block instead of the static panes, which we earlier created.

4. Go to Site Building | Pages | usingcck. 

5. Go to Content and disable the PHP and Drupal panes on the Left side.

6. Now go to Left side | Add content | Miscellaneous | techview: Block.

7. Update and Save.

8. Now when a technology is created on the page it will be seen on that page  
on the fly. 

9. Create a test Technology called Ubercart.
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10. Check that the content now on the Left side is a block from View. This is the View 
display as block.
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How it works...
We created a View of the custom Content type, Technology, and then we displayed the View as 
a block in a Panel pane.
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Advanced Profile Kit

In this chapter, we will cover:

Setting up the Advanced Profile Kit

Building an APK Variant 

Introduction
The Advanced Profile Kit (http://drupal.org/project/advanced_profile) module 
helps to build custom profile pages for social media websites. The following recipes will guide 
you in setting up your profile pages and provide examples of ways in which you can build on it 
for completely custom profiles.

Setting up the Advanced Profile Kit
We will setup the APK first as mentioned on Drupal.org. The quick steps are listed next.

How to do it...
1. Copy the entire advanced profile module into /sites/all/modules.

2. Enable Advanced Profile Kit in Administer | Site building | Modules.

3. The following modules are needed for making advance profiles:

Author Pane 2.x (Author pane)—also see the Author Pane project 
page for modules it supports to add more functionality

Panels 3.x (Panels)

CTools (Chaos Tools, Page Manager)
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Views 2.x (Views, Views content panes, and Views UI)

CCK 2.x (Content, Content Copy, Field group, Option Widgets,  
and Text)

Link (Link – grouped with CCK)

Content Profile

User Relationships (UR-API, UR-UI, UR-Views)

Statistics (part of core; needed for user visits pane)

4. Configure the APK.

Redirect from profile node to user page: When using nodes as 
profiles, you have the node sitting out there just like other nodes. 
This redirect will prevent anyone from visiting that node as it will 
redirect them to the profile page of the owner of the profile node.
Number of entries: Enter the number of profile visits to show at  
one time.
Show only the last visit from each user: If checked, a given person 
will only be listed once no matter how many times they visit. 
Granularity of time ago: The granularity on the profile visits list 
defaults to 2. Set it to 1 or to 3 for more precision. For example,  
1 would display output as "1 hour ago", 2 would display as "1 hour 
30 minutes ago" and 3 would display as "1 hour 30 min and  
3 seconds ago".

Roles to exclude: Check any roles you don't want to show up on the 
list. Make note of the performance warning.
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5. Advanced Profile Kit comes with a pre-built node type with basic profile information 
already set up. For maximum flexibility, this node type is intended to be imported 
rather than hardcoded into the module.

6. Open the file uprofile.full.export at the root of the Advanced Profile module 
directory (/sites/all/modules/advanced_profile) and copy entire contents. 
Go to admin | Content management | Content types | Import. Ensure that the 
Content type selection is <Create>.
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7. Paste the copied content into the Import data box and click on Import.

8. The fields, as shown in the following screenshot, will be imported and it forms the 
complete profile page:
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9. The profile generated by the full import will look as follows. It will show all the fields 
that have been filled by the user:

10. If you wish you can also perform a partial import of the fields. To perform a partial 
import, open the uprofile.contact-links.export file at the root of the 
Advanced Profile module directory (/sites/all/modules/advanced_profile) 
and copy the entire contents:
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11. After doing the partial import, the user profile form to fill in the details will be created 
as follows:

12. Once the full import is done, go to admin | User management | User and check the 
user profile link.
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How it works...
This is how APK works. By using the Import function in the Content types we imported the 
fields into the user profile. In this way we can override the default profile that comes with the 
Drupal core. We will see in the next recipe how we can make custom profiles using Panels.

Building APK Variant
In this recipe we will go step by step explaining how the page variant included with APK was 
built. The end result is the same as what is already in APK. It is not necessary to actually 
follow this recipe; you can simply use the pre-built variant. It is meant as an explanation so 
that you can understand what the variant is, how it was created, and use it as an example  
for creating other variants.

How to do it...
1. Navigate to Administer | Site building | Pages. You will see a page that looks similar 

to the following screenshot:
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2. Enable user_view and then click on Edit.

3. Go to Add variant.

4. Add Advanced Profile as the Administrative title.

5. We are creating our own profile variant. We will use the user and node context. 
Context will let Panels know from which user and also from which profile nodes  
we are taking the content from:
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6. Because we are overriding the profile page, we get the user content automatically 
(Argument 1).

7. Add the node context by using a relationship that is provided by the content profile 
module. This gives us access to all of the data on the profile node for the user.  
If you have more than one profile node for each person, then you can add the 
relationship here.

8. Let's create a custom profile where we will have a home page link, blog link, about me 
and children information on the left-hand side, and the profile visitors information on 
right-hand side, instead of using the detailed, default profile by APK.

9. Select the Two column layout, as follows:
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10. For a more detailed profile, a flexible layout would be recommended. Here we are 
taking a basic example so that you can make a complex profile. Let's see how the 
default APK Content is laid out as we saw prior in this recipe.

11. Create the custom Two column profile.
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12. Go to the Content tab. Select the gear on the Left side and go to  
Add content | Node.

13. Here you will find all of the fields of APK, which we set up using the contexts.

14. Select the fields and arrange each pane on the Left side, as shown in the  
following screenshot:
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15. On the Right side, add profile visitors.

16. Select Update and save.

17. Now as we have created the own profile, disable the default APK from the user profile 
template. Our screen will then look as follows:
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18. Now let's view our custom profile. Go to User management | Users | List and select 
a user, as shown in the following screenshot:

How it works...
So we have created our own user profile using Panels. This is perhaps the most efficient way 
to create customized profiles without programming. By using the Panel panes we can put the 
Advanced Profile Kit CCK fields on any part on the page.





�
Panels-related 

Modules

In this chapter, we will cover:

Language Sections in Panels

Using Composite layouts

Facebook-style Status (microblog)

Form block

Introduction
In this chapter, we will discuss the modules that can form a unique combination with Panels 
and provide extended functionality to Drupal, such as making Facebook-style messages, 
including language panels on the website, or including a form within a Panel pane.

Making a Language Section
For this recipe, you should know how to use the Locale module and how to configure multi 
languages in Drupal.

Designed for multi-language sites, Language Sections (http://drupal.org/project/
language_sections) provides a way of storing content sections for different languages  
in a single text area.
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Getting ready
The default configuration will work for most installations. However, if you need to use  
right-to-left languages such as Chinese, Hebrew, or Arabic, you may need to configure the 
“Alternative pattern” option. Go to the Administer | Site building | Modules section and 
enable Language sections. You will need to enable the Locale module too to use Language 
sections. Download and install the Language Section module.

You will need to enable the input filter in at least one “Input format” in order to use it. It should 
probably be the first, or one of the first, filters in the sequence, so set its “weight” to a low 
number. This will prevent unnecessary text (for other languages) from being processed by  
later filters, and so will generally help in improving performance. We use Filtered HTML in  
our examples so we activate it there. Go to Administer | Site configuration | Input formats:
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Activate the Language Sections filter here, as follows:

How to do it...
You can use this on a multilingual site when using Panels. When you add content into the 
pane, you can use different languages.

1. Mark the start of "language sections" with === AB === where AB is a language 
code for the system. No specific “end of section” marker is needed. Any subsequent 
section is considered to mark the end of the preceding section. The pseudo 
language code qq is used to represent “no language”. Sections marked with qq 
will be displayed for all languages. Text before the first language section will also be 
displayed for all languages.
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2. As a sample, the following is the text entered:
--------------------- 
This text will be displayed for all languages. 
=== es === 
This text will only be displayed when Spanish language is selected 
by the user. 
=== en === 
This text will only be displayed when English language is selected 
by the user. 
=== qq === 
This part will be displayed for all languages. 
---------------------

3. When language es is selected by the user, the above text will be filtered to become:
--------------------- 
This text will be displayed for all languages. 
Some Spanish text goes here.. 
This part will be displayed for all languages. 
---------------------

4. If you use Language Sections in the body of a node, you probably need to set the 
node itself to "no language".

5. Now let’s create a sample Panel.

6. Create a new Panel page with Two column layout. Proceed to creating content.

7. In the Left side pane enter the following custom content:
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8. In the Right side pane put in the language selector. Go to Widgets |  
Language switcher:

9. Update and preview.

10. The default language is English and though we entered Spanish text, it is not 
displayed. Now select Spanish in the language selector.

11. You will be able to see Spanish content, as follows:
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Using Composite Layouts
Composite Layout (http://drupal.org/project/composite) allows the nodes to be 
displayed in different layouts. Currently, two- and three-column layouts are provided. You can 
also add other nodes, blocks, and even CCK fields to your node’s layout. The content area of 
your node is divided into zones and you decide what should appear in those zones. Zones are 
essentially the same as Drupal regions, but they apply to nodes rather than the entire site. We 
can say that Composite Layout is Drupal blocks for Regions.

We can consider Panels as a more advanced version of composite layouts. But composite 
layouts can be handy when you want flexibility with Content types and are easy to use  
and understand.

It is altogether a different module that gives functionality with Content types. Composite 
Layout applies on Content types, so it can be turned on for any node. You can also have more 
than one Composite Layout node type. If you use Content Construction Kit, this module will 
help you to manage the layout of CCK fields.

Getting ready
1. Download the Composite Layout module for the Composite Layout project page.

2. Enable the module in the Administer | Site building | Modules page, as shown in 
the next screenshot:
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How to do it...
As we know that Composite layouts give flexibility on nodes and Content types, let us modify a 
custom Content type using composite layouts.

For this recipe we already have a custom Content type, Technology, with the following content 
in it:

1. Go to Administer | Content management | Content types | Technology  
(or your Content type).

2. Click on edit.

3. Expand the Composite layout field in the node edit form:
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4. We can even reference nodes and Views to be used in the Composite layout of the 
node similar to Contexts in Panels. Here we select Technology, so we can use other 
Technology nodes on the node where we apply a Composite layout.

5. Save and exit.

6. Now go to a node, where we want to apply Composite layout (in our case, let’s say the 
Drupal Technology node).

7. Once you have enabled the Composite layout for this Content type, you will be able to 
see composite layout in the Technology node, as follows:

8. Select  a two- or three-column layout for this node. Save the layout.

9. You will be able to see additional tabs on the node related to Composite layout,  
such as Blocks, Fields, Nodes, and Zones, as shown in the following screenshot.  
The Zones are the sections of the node:

10. Go to the Blocks tab and you will find all the blocks on your site to be integrated in 
your Composite layout, as follows:
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11. Select the blocks you need for your Drupal Composite layout page.

12. The Fields tab has the CCK fields defined in that Content type.
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13. As we had selected the Technology nodes to be referenced earlier we can see all of 
the Technology nodes in the Nodes tab:

14. The Zones tab is the place where we organize all of our content. It can be comparable 
to the panes used in Panels.

15. Select the blocks in the regions of the Three column layout that we selected.

16. Save the zones and click on Preview.
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We can see how the content is beautifully displayed by using Composite layouts.
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How it works...
We can use Composite layouts when we need more layout flexibility along with Panels for CCK. 
So we see that Composite layout is nothing but Drupal blocks for the nodes or custom Content 
type nodes. Both the modules, Panels as well as Composite layout, give us the power to 
construct complex layouts but each has a different approach. Panels are more powerful than 
Composite layouts but Composite layouts have a very easy user interface. The most important 
feature of Composite layout is that it applies to custom Content types, so it can be turned on 
for any node. This is why it becomes powerful along with CCK.

Facebook-style status in user profile
Facebook-style Statuses (http://drupal.org/project/facebook_status) is a 
module that provides each user with a Microblog where they can write what they’re doing, 
how they feel, or anything they want. With permission, users can also post messages on other 
users’ profiles. This improves to build a community and makes your site completely socially 
integrated. We can use this along with APK or advance profiles to make effective social media 
profiles with the help of Panel pages.

Getting ready
Download the Facebook-style Statuses module form the project page and enable it in Modules 
section. For more details go to http://drupal.org/node/421128.
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How to do it...
1. Go to Administer | Site configuration | Facebook-style Statuses:

2. Keep the default settings and save.

3. Let’s activate the microblog in the Panels profile page.

4. We use the APK used in the previous recipe of APK.

5. Go to Administer | Site building | Pages | user_view and click on Edit.

6. Click on the Content tab.
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7. On the Right side click on the gear and go to Add content | Miscellaneous | 
Facebook-style Statuses.

8. Update and preview.

9. Go to Administer | User management | User and select the username in which you 
have done these settings. You will see a page similar to the following screenshot:
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10. You will be able to see the status now and we have implemented a microblog into the 
APK Panels profile. Click on the Statuses tab to see all of the posts:

Putting contact forms and node forms  
in a block

The Form block module (http://drupal.org/project/formblock) enables the 
presentation of user registration, site wide contact, or node creation forms in blocks. This 
becomes extremely useful for including forms on panels.

Getting ready
1. Download and enable this module from the Form block project page.

2. By enabling it, you will get a Form block section in each Content type’s administration 
page as shown in the following screenshot. You can enable and disable the form 
block here, as shown in the following screenshot:

How to do it...
By using this module we will be able to put in contact forms and each node form in any  
Panels page. This can also be achieved by using form overrides in context as we have covered 
in the previous recipes. This module becomes more convenient when we want to design a 
website where there is a lot of data entry and you need to make it easy for the user to enter 
the content.

1. Let’s enable the Form contact in a custom Content type. For this example we use the 
created custom Content type, Technology. You can create your own Content type.
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2. Let’s create a custom page where users can easily add a node (in this  
case Technology).

3. Go to Administer | Content management | Content types | Technology.

4. Enable the Form block here, as follows:

5. Go to Panels | Dashboard and create a new Panels page with the name Technology 
block entry, as shown in the following screenshot:

6. Select a Two column layout. Go to Content and add a static content on the Left side 
pane, and on the Right side pane go to Miscellaneous and add the Technology form 
block, as shown in the following screenshot:
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7. Save and then preview.
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How it works...
We created a block form for easy data entry for a user on a website. By using this module we 
can actually embed a node form anywhere on the page with the help of Panel panes.



�
Views

In this chapter, we will cover:

Combining feeds with Views in Panels

Combining videos with Views in Panels

Direct implementation of Views with the Views Content Panes module

Introduction
Using Views + Panels is a killer combination when it comes to designing home pages 
for community websites and social media websites. As Panels and Views are modules 
programmed by merlinofchaos (Drupal ID) both of the modules integrate seamlessly  
with each other.

We will use two approaches that will give a deep understanding of how Views can be used. 
The first two recipes will be using a block view to be used with Panels and then we use Views 
directly from Panels using the Views Content Pane module.

Using the block approach can be of more advantage when it comes to theming individual  
view blocks.

Combining feeds with Views in Panels
Let's make a complex page that will be a combination of Panels and Views. My assumption 
here would be that you have a basic knowledge of Views.

Let’s make an example of a custom news page which has the latest news from the Internet  
in the following categories: Business, Entertainment, Sports, and Technology.

This example will give a complete understanding of how Views can be used with Panels  
to make powerful front pages.
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Getting ready
1. Let’s make the feed first to start with.

2. Go to Content management | Feed aggregator | Add category.

3. Here we will add our four categories of news: Business, Entertainment, Sports, and 
Technology. We have a Craig’s list feed already created for an earlier recipe, which  
we will not use in this recipe:

4. Add feeds in each category using RSS feeds for your favorite news sites. An example 
is shown in the following screenshot. We have added a digg.com news feed for 
Technology news. We can add many feeds from multiple sites in each category.  
Run update items for each feed and run cron.
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How to do it...
1. Let’s now create views for each news category that will display the top five latest news 

for each category. The Views module should be enabled.

2. Go to Site building | Views and click on the Add tab.

3. For this recipe we will make the first View for the Business category and the  
rest will follow the same procedure. Create Aggregator item View named  
Business News Views. In the View type select Aggregator item, as shown  
in the following screenshot:

4. In the Row style select Fields and set the Items to display value to 5.

5. In Fields select Aggregator: Title.
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6. In Filters select Aggregator category: Category = business. Here put the Value as 
the feed name, business.

7. The final view would look similar to the following screenshot:

8. Preview and save.
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9. Using the Clone feature, create the views for the remaining categories.

10. Create a block view for each of the categories.

11. Create a Panel page named Panels and Views.

12. Select the Two column layout.

13. Go to the Content tab and select each of the feed blocks in each section.

14. You will be able to see all block views in Miscellaneous, as follows:

15. The final layout would look like this:
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16. Preview and save. The final page created is shown in the following screenshot:

How it works...
We have created a dynamic news block using views, feeds, and Panels. We can achieve the 
same thing for complex data websites by arranging the latest news and stories on one page. 
This makes it very easy for the user to get the latest updates of the website.

We added the feeds and then created individual Views for each feed. We then added a view in 
each Panel pane. This way we made a dynamic news Panel page that brings live feed from the 
Internet and displays it all at one place.

Combining videos with Views in Panels
As videos are now an integral part of social Internet, let’s integrate videos using Panels.

Let's create a Panel page where we can upload videos of pets, say cats (that’s what I like), 
from blip.tv and also see the recent movies uploaded on the same page (now here is where 
Views comes to our help). The videos should be shown in a thumbnail form and a horizontal 
Panel just like YouTube (it is a great way to display the videos, and it is done with an amazing 
style in YouTube), as follows:

This will be one of the very handy recipes to build video Panel pages for your website.
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Getting ready
For this recipe we will need the Embedded Media Field (http://drupal.org/project/
emfield) along with Views and CCK installed.

How to do it...
1. Install the embedded media field from the project page, and configure it to accept 

blip.tv videos. This can be done from Site configuration | By module | Embedded 
Media Field, as shown in the following screenshot:

2. Create a custom Content type, Videos, with an embedded field for linking the videos:

3. Link two or three sample videos using the Videos Content type by browsing  
to Content management | Create content | Videos:
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4. Create a View that will display these videos as horizontal thumbnails.

5. Go to Site building | Views | Add, add a View, say cats, and select the type as node.

6. In the basic settings select Style as Grid with the Alignment set to Horizontal, Row 
style: Fields, and Items to display set to 5. This will display five video fields in a 
horizontal pattern:

7. In the Fields section, select Content and then select Content: Video (field_video), as 
shown in the following screenshot: 

8. In the Filters section select Node: Type=videos and apply a sort criteria descending 
on node publishing date (as termed in Drupal):
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9. Now we need thumbnails, so click Content: Video and select the Format as 
Image Thumbnail (linked to node). Remember the video provider should support 
thumbnails for us to display. blip.tv supports thumbnails. Select Label as None: 

10. Update and preview.

11. This displays the five videos in descending order; here it displays three as we have 
only three videos uploaded. Therefore, this is like the featured videos of YouTube as 
stated above. 

12. Create a block display for this view. This will create a block into the Blocks sections:

13. Create a Panel page, say mycats.

14. Add a Context, Node add form, as we need to display the form on the Panel:
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15. Select Two column stacked in layout.

16. Go to Content and add a custom content on the Left side for users to give 
instructions to add videos.

17. On the Right side add a form of the Videos Content type.

18. At the Bottom add the video block created by Views and name it as recently  
added videos: 

19. Let's see the layout:
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20. Update and preview. Our page now looks like the following screenshot: 
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How it works...
We made a custom Panel which will let the user add a video as well as see the recent 
uploaded videos on the same page. You did this without writing any code, which will  
normally be required to achieve this.

In this recipe we created video nodes and then made a View to display the nodes. After 
making the View we implemented that View into a Panel pane.

Direct implementation of Views with  
Content panes

We will now implement Views into the Panels directly by using the Views Content  
Panes module.

Getting ready
1. Enable the Views content panes module in the Modules section, in Chaos tool suite, 

as shown in the following screenshot:
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2. This will enable the Views tab directly into the Content pane of the Panels:

3. With this enabled the Views can be integrated directly into the Panels.

Let's make a Mini panel with Views attached directly. Let us make an administration mini 
panel so the site administrator can see the most popular items on the website as well as track 
the changes on the website.

How to do it...
1. This can be achieved by activating two default Views in the Views section: popular 

and tracker (ships with Views module), as shown in the following screenshots:

2. Both these Views are very helpful for the site administrator to monitor the website. 
But the administration has to see both pages separately with Views. Let’s make 
this task easy by making a Two column Mini panel that has the popular and tracker 
content side by side for the administrator to compare. This Mini panel can be even 
integrated in a custom administration Panel page.
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3. Go to the Panels Dashboard and create a Two column mini panel, say monitor.

4. Go to Add content. By going into the Views pane (as shown in the following 
screenshot), on the Left side add the popular view, and on the Right side  
add tracker:

5. You will be able to link the title to the View as well as put feeds icon, and use custom 
pagers too as well as add arguments (Views):
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6. The layout is as shown in the following screenshot: 

7. Save and preview. Our page will now look similar to the following screenshot:

How it works...
By using the Views Content Panes module, you can integrate Views directly in the Panels and 
with the help of Views we can create Mini panels that can be a part of a main Panel page 
depending upon the utility of the website.

The above two recipes of views can also be done by using the Content Pane module. However, 
knowledge of both the approaches gives more flexibility while theming.
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There’s more...
Let’s make another Mini panel utility. Here we will use the first recipe of this chapter. On a 
real, large-content website you will need to place the same dynamic content on different 
pages in a different layout. So let’s make a feeds Mini panel that can be used anywhere on 
the website depending on utility.

We will use the feeds directly here instead of blocks.

1. Go to Panels | Dashboard and create a Single column Mini panel, say Recent News.

2. Go to Add content | Views and select all the four news Views that we created earlier, 
as shown in the following screenshot:
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3. The layout and live preview would be similar to the following screenshot:

4. This Mini panel can now be used on the front page or any other page where a news 
section would be required.
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Creating a Travel 

Website Using Panels

In this chapter, we will cover:

Basic Setup and Custom Content type

Getting ready with Views Creation and Blocks

Building the site front page with Panels

Introduction
In this chapter we will make a travel website or a portal using Panels as the base.

This will also serve as best practice to use Panels for front page designs of Drupal-based  
web projects.

This single recipe can be a great way to learn how to implement complex data sites with 
Drupal. This recipe will include best practices of Drupal to make the website with following 
features. We will use a combination of modules to make the site easy to navigate and include 
social media tools.

Let's name our travel recipe website "Communiqs".

The functionality of the website from a user's point would be as follows: It is a travel portal 
where people can browse travel deals and travel destinations. They can even search hotels  
by postal code.

The functionality of the website from the owner's point is as follows: The website would collect 
deals from travel partners, charge them for display, and earn commissions.
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When making a website the best practice is to develop a wire frame or a general layout of how 
your site will look. We have made a front page wireframe for our travel website as shown in the 
following diagram. Being a travel website, the focus should be kept on ease of user to browse 
deals throughout the website.

The front page will be made using Panels. The front page is divided as follows:

Header: This will contain the logo and the navigation. This would be taken care by the 
core Drupal navigation system.

Footer: This will contain the secondary links.

The sections that will be made from Panels are:

1. Today's top deal: This section will contain the most recently promoted deal on  
the website.

2. Search for deal by category: Here we will display the deals sorted by the partners or 
the travel agencies. This would be a taxonomy view.

3. Deal location by zip: Here the user will be able to search hotel deals by postal code. 
This would be an exposed form view.
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4. Destination of the week: Here we will display three hot destinations promoted on the 
website. We can showcase pictures or videos. We will display video here. This again 
will be a view.

5. What is communiqs: A static section on the prime spot describing the functionality of 
the website.

6. This week top deals: It will contain the most recent 20 deals for the user to browse. 
This will be a view.

To achieve this we will use a two-column Panel layout.

The first step towards building website will be: installing Drupal and the selection of a base 
theme for the website.

As this is a travel website we will need scalability and performance. For this the best practice 
would be to select the Pressflow distribution of Drupal (http://fourkitchens.com/
pressflow-makes-drupal-scale). The installation process is same as of a normal Drupal 
site. Just select the Pressflow installation profile during setup. We will use Pressflow for a high 
traffic website for the following reasons. Pressflow provides support for database replication, 
support for reverse proxy, and has code optimized for MySQL and PHP 5.

We would use Basic theme as the base theme (http://drupal.org/project/basic). It 
is framework based on the Zen theme, which helps to build a theme right from the start.

We will cover the entire site architecture and page construction using Panels. We will include 
the detailed theming portion, as it is altogether a different topic.

The major modules used for this project will be:

1. Views

2. Panels

3. ImageCache

4. Location 

5. GMap

6. CCK

7. Embedded Media Field
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Basic setup and custom Content types
Once we do the site planning and the wireframe, we will start configuring the website  
in Drupal.

Getting ready
1. Go to Administer | Site configuration | Site information.

2. Set the name of the site, e-mail, slogan, and footer message.

How to do it...
1. Upload the logo for the website by going into Site building | Themes | Configure and 

also set up the site basic information (at Site configuration | Site information).
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2. By keeping the wireframe in our mind we will now design the front page of the site as 
well as build the basic functionality of the site.

3. We need three custom Content types: Deals, Hotels, and Destination for our website.

4. As Travel deals is the core functionality of the website, let us make a custom Content 
type: Deals.

5. In addition of the existing fields, let us add three new fields: Image, Website, and Valid 
Upto. The Image field is a file field that includes an image of the deal. Website is 
an URL field for the website of a vendor and the Valid Upto field is the validity of the 
travel deal and it should be a date field:

The attribute of each field is as shown in the next screenshot:
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6. Create a taxonomy, Vendors, and add taxonomy terms (vendor names), as shown in 
the following screenshots:
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7. Create 20 to 25 entries from Content management | Create content | Deals. This 
will be the backend to add all the deals on the website vendor-wise:
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8. The Content node would look like this:

9. The demo data for the website is as shown in the following screenshot:
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10. The next Content type would be Hotels. We need to add only one field in this custom 
Content type: Website (field_hotelwebsite). This will be a link (URL) field:

11. To locate the hotel address on the map, we will use the Location module  
(http://drupal.org/project/location) and the GMap module  
(http://drupal.org/project/gmap).

12. Create sample data using the form shown in the following screenshot:
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So we now have a few hotel nodes created as displayed in the following screenshot:

13. The Hotel Content type node will look as follows:

14. The last Content type will be Destination. We will use Embedded Media Field 
(http://drupal.org/project/emfield) here to include videos for a  
travel destination.

15. We need to add an embedded field called Destination (field_destinationvideo) to 
this Content type:
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16. We include blip.tv as the provider and add sample data. The destination node will 
look similar to the following screenshot:

The sample data for this Content type is shown in the following screenshot:
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How it works...
So keeping the wireframe in mind we created the Content types for the website. We also 
created sample data so that we can use the same to design our Views.

Getting ready with Views creation and 
Blocks

Once we have created the basic Content types for the website, we need to create different 
Views for each Content type. These Views would be then included in each of our Panel panes.

How to do it...
1. In order to create the front page in Panels we need to create Views for the front page.

2. Let us create the first View "TodayDeal". We need to display the most recent deal to 
be promoted here. We select the Content: Image: field_dealimage and Node: Body. 
We will keep the Style as Table and filter by Node: Type = Deals. We will sort by Node: 
Nid desc.
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3. We will need to create a custom image cache for the same. Here I have used the 
Resize option, but we can even use the scale and crop options to avoid losing  
aspect ratio.

Configure the format for the field_dealimage as frontpage_thumnails image.

4. Preview and save.

5. The second view would be "Search by vendor name". Create a new view say 
Taxonomyfrontview. Keep items to display as 10. Select the field Taxonomy: Term.  
Link this field to its taxonomy term page. Filter it by Taxonomy: Vocabulary = Vendors.
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6. Preview and save.

7. The third View would be "Destination of the week". Let's create a new View, say 
destinationvideos. Keep the Style as Grid and items to display as 3. Include the 
field Content: Destination (field_destinationvideo). Select the Format as Image 
Thumbnail (linked to node). Note that blip.tv supports thumbnail view. Filter by  
Node: Type = Destination and sort by Nid: desc.

8. Preview and save.
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9. The fourth view would be "Search hotel by Zip". Let's create a view, say 
hotelpostalsearch. Keep items to display as 10.Keep the Style as Table. Include 
the fields Node: Title, Content: Website title (field_hotelwebsite), Location: Postal 
Code. Exclude Location: Postal Code from display. Filter it by Node:Type = Hotel and 
Expose it by Postal Code. In the basic setting, expose this as a block.

10. Preview and save.
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11. The final view would be Weekly top deals. Let us name this view as RighthandView. 
Keep item to display as 20. Keep the field Node: Title and filter it by Node: Type = 
Deals. Sort it descending by Nid. This will display the latest 20 deals dynamically.

12. Preview and save.
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13. We now need to create the static block: What is communiqs.

14. Go to Site building | Blocks | New, and enter the information shown in the  
following screenshot:

How it works...
By using the Views module, we generated the Views for each Content type. In the next  
recipe, we will now assemble each of the views generated to form a powerful Panels  
based front page.

Building the front page with Panels
Panels are actually more useful to make strong front pages for a website without coding. Let's 
make our website's front page using Panel panes.

How to do it...
1. So we have built up all the parts and now we would compile them with Panels  

to create a stunning front page for our website.
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2. Go to the Panels dashboard and create a new Panel page, say frontpage.

3. Select a two-column layout.

4. Go to the Content tab and select Add content | Views. Here you will be able to see 
all the Views that we have created.
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5. Select each of the views and place them in the left and right column as per our 
wireframe. For each Panel pane select CSS Style as Rounded corners.

6. Do a preview and save.

7. Go to the Administration | Site configuration | Site information and select this 
page as home page. 
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8. With this we have created a stunning travel website front page.
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9. So here is our transformation from our wireframe using Panels.

How it works
With this final recipe we were able to create a travel website with a powerful front page using 
Panels. In the above recipe we included the views, taxonomy views, and exposed forms into 
Panel panes to create a powerful front page, without writing a code at all. Using only Panels 
can slow down the site performance. To counter that we can use Pressflow to extend Drupal's 
caching mechanism as we did in this chapter.
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Chapter 2: Changing Panel Interface
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Chapter 10: Creating a Travel Website Using Panels
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